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do« the The second question is whether the rule mR.vJ^Kllis applies
k^mitsto Carriages abroad. We must ascertain whether a" marriage
TouHty abroad, in some place where there is no local law available
apply or where the local form is of a non-Christian nature, is formally
valid on the ground alone that the parties have taken each other
for man and wife, or whether in addition its validity requires
the presence of an ordained priest. In other words, how much
of the common law affects a British subject in some country
outside England? This question of constitutional law has
frequently arisen with regard to the early British settlers who
carried English law with them to the colonies, and the principle
according to which it must be answered is well established,
namely, that only so much of the law is imported into the
colony as is suitable to the local conditions.1 Thus it was held
under the old law that the English Statute of Mortmain,2 since
it represented a law of local policy adapted solely to this coun-
try, did not extend to the Island of Grenada in the West Indies.3
Tested by this principle, it seems clear that the rule of the
common law requiring the intervention of an ordained priest
could scarcely be extended to a marriage contracted in a colony
during the early days of the colonization when there was no
Church establishment and no division of the country into
parishes.4
Authority The weight of j udicial opinion was for many years in favour of
tStoa«tw- treating the rule in R. v. Millis as being confined to marriages in
territorial England and Ireland,5 and in Catterallv. Carteralfi Dr. Lushing-
nn „..*.«« ^^ \x&& that a marriage which had been celebrated at Sydney
in 1835 by a Presbyterian minister was valid at common law.
He said:
*Were I to hold the presence of a priest in the orders of the Church
to be law by at any rate the thirteenth century, for after Church and State had
been separated by William I the general canon law of Europe was recognized as
prevailing in England. The majority of canonists and historians consider the
decision in R. v. Millis to be wrong.
1	Blackstone, i. 100.
2	9 Geo. II, c. i, now repealed by the Charities Act, 1960, s. 38.
3	4.-G. v. Stewart (1817), 2 Mer. 143; Whicker v. Hume (1858), 7 H.L.C.
124.
4	Maclean v. Cristall (1849), Perry's Oriental Cases, 75.
s Beamish v. Beamish (1861), 9 H.L.C. 274, 348, 352; Lightbody v. West
(1903), iSTJUR. 526.
6 (*$47)> i Rob. Ecc. 580. There was in fact a local marriage statute which
had not been observed, but Dr. Lushington had already held in Catterell v.
Staeetman (1845), i Rob. Ecc. 304, that the statute did not avoid all marriages
failing to satisfy its requirements.

